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ONE GENERAL INTRODUCTION

“Urinary tract infections have plagued mankind  
long before bacteria were recognized”1 

Different hypotheses have been described to explain the typical symptoms of an in-
fection of the urinary tract such as dysuria and frequency.1 One such hypothesis is the 
well-known disharmony of the four humors or body fluids of Hippocrates; black bile, 
yellow bile, phlegm and blood.1 Complementary to the different hypotheses to explain 
urinary tract infection (UTI) symptoms, numerous interventions to reduce the burden of 
UTI have been used, ranging from herbs to animal urine (cow, sheep or goat).1 

Compared to UTI, bacteriuria (the presence of bacteria in urine) is a more modern diag-
nosis since the existence and clinical relevance of bacteria was only discovered between 
the 17th and 19th century.1 The discovery of bacteria was succeeded by the discovery of 
a targeted treatment for the presence of bacteria, antibiotics currently a common used 
intervention to treat bacteriuria and related infections.1 

Nowadays bacteriuria is divided into asymptomatic bacteriuria (ASB) and bacteriuria 
with specific symptoms, also called UTI.2-3 ASB is defined as significant bacteriuria (≥105 
colony forming units (cfu)/mL) without the complaints of a UTI.3,4  A UTI is further divi-
ded into a lower or upper UTI. A lower UTI only involves the bladder and patients are 
frequently presenting with frequency, urgency and/or a burning sensation while urina-
ting. In case of an upper UTI the kidneys are involved as well, which results in loin pain 
and/or systemic symptoms including fever.2,4

ASB and UTI are among the most commonly diagnosed medical conditions in women, 
especially in women with diabetes mellitus (DM) and in pregnant women.2,3,5,6

Studies in women with DM compared to women without DM found a two to threefold 
increase in prevalence of ASB (26% versus 6%) and a slight increased risk of UTIs.6-10 
Moreover women with DM and a UTI are more susceptible to severe and rare complica-
tions of UTI such as xanthogranulomatous pyelonephritis.8,10 
The prevalence of ASB in pregnant women has been reported between 2% and 10%.5,11-

13 A limited number of, mostly outdated, studies showed that in 30% to 50% pregnant 
women developed pyelonephritis during pregnancy when ASB is left untreated.13,14 
Data providing insight in the incidence of UTI in pregnant women is limited. The repor-
ted incidence of culture confirmed UTI is low and varies between 1.3 and 2.3%.15,16  
But we know from a recent study that a UTI is the most frequent reason for pregnant 
women to visit a general practitioner in the Netherlands.17

The prevalence of DM, including gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is increasing 
worldwide.6,18 Women with DM are considered immunocompromised and are therefore 
possibly more prone to develop infections of which the urinary tract is one of the most 
prevalent sites of infection.6,7 
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Pregnancy related dilatation of the urine collecting system (bladder, ureters and kidneys) 
and the decreased peristalsis of the ureter facilitate bacterial colonisation which may 
result in ASB and/or UTI during pregnancy.19-21 

More importantly, as has been shown in some old studies that ASB and/or UTI during 
pregnancy may be a serious complication and might be associated with adverse preg-
nancy outcomes for both mother and child including preterm birth and small-for-gesta-
tional-age babies.13,14 There is some evidence that prostaglandins activated by bacterial 
and host signals as result of the infection, play a role inducing preterm labour. However, 
the exact causal mechanisms remain unknown.13,22

Summarizing in both women with DM and in pregnant women ASB and UTI are asso-
ciated with adverse events for both the women and the infant. In spite of this, essential 
evidence to underpin several important decisions in Dutch clinical guidelines is missing. 
This can result in suboptimal care.  
For this thesis we attempted to provide some of the lacking evidence focussing on tre-
atment of UTI in women with DM, reliable urine sample collection in pregnant women, 
prevention of recurrent UTI in pregnant women the prevalence of ASB and incidence 
of UTI in pregnant women with and without DM and finally the need for screening for 
ASB in pregnant women with and without DM. 

Women with diabetes mellitus

Treatment of UTI in non-pregnant women with DM

Even though a UTI in women with DM is considered to be associated with the risk of 
severe complications there are no randomised control trials addressing the optimal an-
timicrobial treatment strategy for women with DM and a UTI.2, 23-26 Therefore, merely 
based on expert opinion, women with diabetes are treated longer with antibiotics. 
Prospective studies supporting current clinical practice including recurrence rates of UTI 
in women DM are lacking. 

Pregnant women

Collecting a urine sample in pregnant women

Urine is essentially sterile but during collection it might become contaminated with 
flora and epithelial cells from both the vagina and the urethra.27 Especially in pregnant 
women practical factors such as weight gain and vaginal discharge may complicate 
collection of an uncontaminated sample.28 One way to reduce contamination is to col-
lect a midstream sample without the first portion that may contain epithelial cells and 
microorganisms originated from the urethra and vagina.28 However to further reduce 
contamination current Dutch general practitioner and obstetric guidelines recommend 
more elaborate sampling methods such as collection of the first concentrated urine 
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sample in the morning or a midstream sample after cleaning of the vagina (clean-
catch urine sample).2,24 At present evidence for use of these more elaborate collection 
methods in pregnant women is limited and a study comparing the described methods 
desirable.

Interventions for preventing recurrent UTI in pregnant women

Up to 30% of women experience at least one recurrence within one year after the initial 
UTI.29-32 In pregnant women a recurrence rate up to 23% within the same pregnancy 
has been reported.33 As UTI are associated with obstetric complications, prevention of 
a UTI recurrence may prevent adverse pregnancy outcome. Since only a limited number 
of antibiotics are regarded safe to use during pregnancy and antibiotic resistance rates 
are increasing it is commendable to also consider non-pharmacological interventions 
for the prevention of recurrent UTI in pregnant women.34 Again evidence is limited 
and Dutch obstetric guidelines were only able to make a tentative recommendation for 
the use cranberries to prevent recurrent UTI mainly based on trials performed in non-
pregnant women.3 An overview of existing trials comparing both pharmacological and 
non-pharmacological interventions for preventing RUTI in pregnant women is essential. 

Screening for ASB in pregnant women 

Most developed countries screening (and treating) programmes for ASB during preg-
nancy in place directed to prevent pyelonephritis and/or preterm birth. In contrast to 
international guidelines, current Dutch guidelines do not recommend routine screening 
for ASB in pregnancy.3,11 No studies assessing maternal and neonatal outcomes af-
ter screening for ASB have been published and the association between ASB, pyelo-
nephritis and preterm birth is uncertain.3 Therefore, Dutch guidelines emphasize that 
more research in the Netherlands is needed starting with up-to-date numbers of the 
prevalence of ASB and incidence of UTI in pregnant women.3 

Pregnant women with diabetes mellitus

Screening for ASB in pregnant women with and without DM

DM including gestational DM is thought to be a risk factor for both ASB and UTI in 
pregnant women.35-37 However, recent data on the prevalence of ASB and UTI are lac-
king in pregnant women with DM in developed countries. To further reinforce evidence 
based decisions on ASB screening and treating policies identifying high-risk groups such 
as pregnant women with DM or GDM is desirable.
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Conclusions

The described existing gaps in evidence, which is essential to inform clinical practice, 
provided the foundation for this thesis. The overarching aim of the thesis is therefore, to 
provide the vital evidence for guideline committees, to base their recommendations on 
diagnosis and treatment on ASB and UTI on, especially focussing on these two patient 
groups of women with DM and pregnant women.  

Outline of this thesis 

In Chapter 2 the literature concerning ASB and UTI in women with DM and pregnant 
women, two special patient groups, is reviewed to provide up-to-date background in-
formation. 
Chapter 3 and 4 explore and compare the prescribed antibiotic treatment for UTI and 
associated recurrence rates in women with and without DM using Dutch pharmacy 
dispensing data. 
Chapter 5 concerns ‘the most reliable way to Collect Urine in Pregnant women’ (CUP) 
study that focuses on urine-sampling methods in pregnant women to assess bacteriu-
ria. The study compares contamination rates of three urine-sampling methods to inform 
clinical practice; morning, midstream and clean-catch samples.
The optimal pharmacological (antibiotics) and non-pharmacological intervention(s) for 
preventing recurrent urinary tract infections during pregnancy are discussed in Chapter 
6 in a Cochrane review. 
Chapter 7 encompasses the protocol for a cohort study with an imbedded randomised 
control trial in the Netherlands aiming to provide evidence for the benefit and cost-
effectiveness of an ASB screening and treating programme in pregnant women. 
In Chapter 8 and 9 the results of the two ‘PRegancy ASB & UTI’ PRABUTI-studies are 
presented. The aim of both PRABUTI studies is to compare prevalence of ASB and in-
cidence of UTI between pregnant women with DM and without DM. The first study 
(Chapter 8) is a retrospective study using patient records performed in Adelaide, Aus-
tralia where screening and treating of ASB during pregnancy is standard practice. The 
second study (Chapter 9) is a prospective study performed in the Netherlands where 
screening and treating of ASB is not standard practice. For this study pregnant women 
with and without DM were screened for ASB. Comparing both studies provide more 
insight in the effectiveness of ASB screening (and treating) programme to prevent ad-
verse pregnancy outcomes.
Finally in Chapter 10 we will highlight the major findings and discuss if screening of 
ASB during pregnancy is worthwhile to prevent serious pregnancy complications like 
preterm birth applying the criteria of Wilson and Jungner.38 This chapter includes a 
discussion on remaining gaps in knowledge and provides recommendations for future 
research. 
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